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Let A be a commutative ring of characteristic p (p >- 0, 2 prime numbe:-) 
and let F denote the Frohcnius endomorphism of A, F(u) 7 up for all n K .Li. 
\\:e denote -4 by A” in case we regard A as an A-algebra b!;F. Then the ring .4 
is called F-pure if the map h,: B -- + .-IF g,., I:’ defined hv hF(x) : -: 1 ><,, B fcr ail 
x E B is an injection for every A-module E. 
‘I’hc concept of F-pure rings was introduced by I-Iochstcr and Roberts (cf. 
[4, 51). They computed the local cohomology mo~lules of F-pure rings and 
showed that F-purity plays an important role in the invariant theory under the 
action of reductive algebraic groups. 
The aim of our paper is to study the structure of one-dimensional F-pure 
rings. Let k he a perfect field of positive characteristic and Ict K[S, 1 S, ,...> S,] 
(resp. k[ X, , X, ,..., X, I]) he a polynomial ring (resp. a formal power scrics 
ringj. Then it is easy to show that the rings k[‘Y1 , *Y, :..., _ Yr].‘(AFiXj,:i .:: j) ad 
k[’ Xl , -Y, ? .. . . X, I]/(XiXj/i < j) are one-dimensional and F-pure for ewr~- 
integer r > 1 (cf. Lemma IO [7]). ‘Th e converse of this fact holds under suitable 
circumstances. Our main result is 
‘rHEOREXI (1.1). Let (-4, 111, k) / )e a A’oelherian loral uitg CJ~ dim :I : 1 a:~? 
suppose that k is an nkebraically closed field vf positice characteristic. JG-e assume 
that A contains k and that the Frorohenius endomorphism F of.‘! isfinite. Then .I is (x 
F-pure ring if and only ;f the In-a&c completion d of‘ A is isornor~hic to 
k[i Xl , X2 ,. . ., X, I]/(XiXj/i < j) as a k-algebra ,Jor a formal powr serves r@ 
k[! A-, . X, . . . . . S, i] z&h r = # i\ss A. 
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Thus, in the situation of Theorem (1. l), A is a regular local ring if (and only if) 
A is F-pure and # Ass A = 1. 
The homogeneous version of Theorem (1.1) is as follows. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let A = C&, A, be a Noetherian graded ring of dim A = 1 
and suppose that A, = k is an algebraically closed jield of positive characteristic. 
Then A is an F-pure ring if and only ;f A is isomorphic to 
k[& , 4 >..., &l/(&W <I? 
as a graded k-algebra for a weighted polynomial ring k[X, , X, ,..., X,.] with 
Y = #AssA. 
Note that Corollary (1.2) is false in case the field k is not algebraically closed, 
even if it is perfect. But in the situation of Corollary (1.2), if k is a perfect field 
of positive characteristic and if A is an F-pure ring, then the ring k @I, A is 
again an F-pure ring where k denotes the algebraic closure of k (cf. Lemma 3.6 
[6]) and therefore the result of (1.2) is applicable to k @I, A. For example, let k 
be the Galois field of order 3 and let A = k[X, Y]/(X2 + Y”) with deg X = 
deg Y = 1. Then the ring A is an F-pure domain and of course the claim (1.2) 
is false for this ring. On the other hand, k @ kA R[X, Y]/(X+ iY)(X -iY) where 
i2 = -1, and so the assertion (1.2) is true in this case. A similar remark holds 
for (1.1). 
In case A is a Noetherian ring and the Frobenius endomorphism F of A is 
finite (for example, A is a finitely generated algebra over a perfect field, or its 
localization by a prime ideal, or its completion) A is an F-pure ring if and only if 
the map F: A + AF is a split monomorphism of A-modules (cf. Proposition 3 
[Xl; see also Corollary 4.2 [6]). Note that every F-pure ring is a reduced ring 
since the map F becomes an injection. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) 
In this section let (A, m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of dim A = 1 and 
suppose that k is an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p. We 
assume that A contains k and that A is an F-pure ring. 
Let Q be the total quotient ring of A and let s(Q/A) denote the socle of the 
Artinian A-module Q/A. We put r(A) = dim, Ext,r(k, A). 
LEMMA (2.1). r(A) = dim, s(Q/A). 
Proof. The ring A is reduced, since it is F-pure. Therefore A is a Macaulay 
local ring and the module Q is A-injective. Applying the functor Hom,(k, ) 
to the sequence 0 + A + Q + Q/A + 0 of A-modules, we have an exact sequence 
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(k, Q/A) + Ext,l(k, A) -+ 0 of k-spaces. Recall 
is a Macaulay local ring. Thus the map 
Ext,l(k, A) is an isomorphism and so y(A) = dim, s(Q/A). 
We define a map foIA: Q/A -+ Q/A by foIA(x mod A) = xp mod A for all 
x E Q. Then the map foIA is a so-called p-linear endomolrphism of the A-mo 
/A, see artshorne and Speiser [2J. In the following we will preserve the 
definitions and notations of Section 1 of [2]. Let Jro denote the Frobenius 
~~dornor~b~srn of the ring Q. Then (Q, fa> and (QiA,fo,,J become (A,F)- 
modules and the sequence 
is an exact sequence of (A, F)-modules. 
LEMMA (2.2). The map fQla is an injection. 
PYOO$ Since the map fola is p-linear, it determines an AF-linear map 
g: AF @A Q/A - (QIBF such that foiA = g 0 halA (here (Q/A)F denotes Q/A 
which is regarded as an AF-module) and it is easy to check that the map g is 
actually an isomorphism. Therefore the map falA is an injection, as so is the map 
h oIA by the definition of F-pure rings. 
PROPOSITION (2.3). r(A) 2 # Ass A - 1. 
PYOO$ Taking the stable part of the sequence (*), we I-nave by Lemma I.6 
of [2] an exact sequence 
of (k, F)-modules, since the mapfoia is an injection by (2.2). Similarly, applying 
the functor [ IS to the exact sequence 0 -+ IV + A 4 k -+ 0 of (A, F)-modules, 
we have an exact sequence 0 + m, + A, -+ k of (k, F)-modules. Note that in 
this sequence the map A, + k is an isomorphism, as m, = (0) (cf. proof of 
Lemma 1~ 16 [2]). Hence dim, A, = 1. Now recall that (Q/A)s C s(Q/A) (cf. proof 
of Lemma 1.7 [2]), and by (2.1) and th e exact sequence (v*) we find an inequality 
dim, QB < r(A) + 1 < co. Thus to prove the assertion r(A) > # Ass A -. 1, 
it suffices to show that dim, Qs = # Ass A. We put r = # Ass A. 
Now let US express Q = lJIz, Qi as a direct product of fields ($&G~<,. and let 
fi denote the Frobenius endomorphism of the field QJi . Then (Qi , Ji) becomes an 
(A, F)-module and Q = &, Q( as (A, F) -modules. Bf course Qs = @$=, (QJs . 
Therefore (Qi)s is finite-dimensional over k as is Qs . Hence ( 
(Qi\ls is an extension field of k by the definition of the stable 
the field k is algebraically closed by the standard assumption. 
and we have the result. 
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COROLLARY (2.4). Let P = k[I X, Y I] b e a ormal power series ring with two f 
variables X and Y over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic and 
let l fi)l~i~n be a family f o nonzero and nonunit elements of P. We put R = Pl( f ) 
where f = l-J:=, fi . Then, if n 3 3, the ying R is not F-pure. 
Proof. Suppose that R is an F-pure ring. Then the elements fi are relatively 
prime, since the ring R is reduced. Hence # Ass R > n. On the other hand, 
r(R) = 1 because R is a Gorenstein local ring (cf. 1.40 [4]). Therefore n < 2 
by (2.3). 
PROPOSITION (2.5). Suppose that the Frobenius endomorphism F of A is Jinite. 
Then Alp is again an F-pure ring for every p E Ass A. 
Proof. Since F is finite, we can find an additive map G: A + A so that 
G(a”b) = aG(b) for all a, b E A and G 0 F = 1, (cf. Proposition 3 [S]; see also 
Corollary 4.2 [6]). Let p be an element .of Ass A and consider the ring A/p a 
subring of the field A, . Now let us define a map g: A, --f A, by g(a/sP) = G(a)/s 
for all s, a E A with s $ p (of course every element of A, has such an expression as 
a/sp). Then the map g is additive and has the property g(xpy) = xg(y) for all 
x, y E A,. Moreoverg 0 f = lAP , where f denotes the Frobenius endomorphism 
of A, . Of course g(A/p) C A/p and so the ring A/p is F-pure. 
Remark (2.6). Proposition (2.5) holds for arbitrary Noetherian F-pure rings 
whose Frobenius endomorphisms are finite. 
LEMMA (2.7). Suppose that the Frobenius endomorphism F of A is Jinite. Then 
A is a regular local ping, if (and only ;f) # Ass A^ = 1. 
Proof. Since A is again an F-pure ring and since # Ass A^ = 1, A^ becomes an 
integral domain. Now let 3 denote the integral closure of A in Q. Then A is a 
local ring and a finite A-module. We denote by C the conductor of .& over A 
and denote by E? the maximal ideal of A. Let x be an element of iii. Then xt E C 
for some integer t > 0, because C is a nonzero ideal of d Thus x9’ E A for some 
integers > 0 as C CA, and this implies that x E A (recall that the mapfo,, is an 
injection). Hence x E m and so %i = tn. On the other hand, k = A/m = z/E-t, 
since k is an algebraically closed field. Thus 2 = A. 
Proof of Theorem (1.1). The sufficiency follows from 4.13 of [6], since the 
ring k[j XI, X, ,..., X, j]/(XiXi/i <i) isF-pure (cf. Lemma 10 [7]). 
Now consider the necessity. We may assume that A is complete. Let us express 
Ass A = (~1 , pz ,..., ~rl. (Of course we may assume that r > 2 by (2.7).) For 
every 1 < i < r we define A-linear maps fi: A + A/p, x A/&$ pj and 
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byf,(a) = (a mod pi , a mod njgi pi) for all hl E A and 
for ail a, h E A, and regard the rings A, A/p, x A/‘()iii pj , and A/p, $- Pepsi pj 
as (A,F)-modules by virtue of their Frobenius endomorphisms. Then the 
sequence 0 --> A +fi A/p, x A/flj+i pj +-gc Alpi C (-jj+i pj -+ 63 becomes an 
exact sequence of (A,F)-modules. Moreover, since the ring A/pi x A/nj+-a pi 
is a subring of&) = nizi Api , there is a commutative diagram 
of (A, F)-modules with exact rows. Thus the ring A/p, + flj+i pj is contained in 
the module Q/A as an (,4, F)-submodule. Hence the Frobenius endomorphism 
of the ring Aip, + njzi pj is an injection, because the p-linear e~dom~rpl~~srn 
1A of Q/A is an injection by (2.2). Therefore the Artinian local 
j+i pj is a reduced ring and so it is a field. Thus we have that nt = 
for every 1 < i < y. 
Now recall that each Alp, is a regular local ring by (2.5) and (2.7). Since the 
,4-module flfei pj = m/pi is principal, there is a family (.~+)r<~<~ of elements 
of A such that nj+$ pj = (xi) f or every I < i < 7. Clearly the family jXi)r~,cI. 
has the f&wing properties: 
xi 6 Pi forevery 1 <i<u; ini 
xi E Pi if i f j; !a 
XiXf = 0 if i # j. ( 3) 
We put N = zcr f x2 + ... + x, and a = (x1, xz ,,.., JZ~). Then x is a non,- 
zerodivisor of A, since x $ UL, pi by (1) and (2). We claim that a = (x1) e) 
(x2) @ ... @ (x7.). In fact, let {LZ~}~~~~~ b e a family of elements of A and assume 
that CISl aixi = 8. Then nizi = -J& ajxj and hence 
‘%(aiXi) = (x1 + x2 + ... c x,)(ap,) 
= xi(aixi) (by (3)) 
(again by (3)). 
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Thus ~(a& = 0, and so aixi = 0 since x is a non-zerodivisor of A. Hence 
a = (x1) @ (zca) @ a*. @ (xr). In the following we will prove that m = a. 
Let us consider an exact sequence 
of A-modules, where h(a) = ( a mod p&~~g, for all a E A. Note that IA(S) < co. 
(Here Z,(M) denotes the length of an A-module M.) We will use an idea of 
Watanabe’s (cf. proof of Proposition (1.10) [9]). Multiplying x by the exact 
sequence above and using the snake lemma, we have an exact sequence 
o-[O:x]s- A/xA+ - s/xs -----t 0 
of A-modules of finite length. On the other hand, from another exact sequence 
0 -+ [0: x’Js +- S --+O S + S/xS -+ 0 of A-modules, it follows that both A-modules 
[0 : x]~ and S/xS have common length. Thus we see that Z,(A/xA) = Y, as 
pi + (x) = m for every 1 < i < Y. Now recall that r(A) 3 Y - 1 by (2.3) and that 
r(A) is equal to the K-dimension of the socle of the ring A/xA (cf. Bemerkung 1.21 
[4]). Then, by virtue of the fact Z,(A/xA) = Y, we conclude that the socle of the 
ring A/xA coincides with m/xA and that y(A) = dim, m/xA = Y - 1. Of course 
(m/xA)” = (0). 
We put W = a/xA and yi = xi mod XA for every 1 < i < r. Then, since 
(mixA)” = (0), W = CL, kyi . Note that yi # 0 for every 1 < i < Y. (If not, 
xi = axi for some a E A. Hence xi = axi and axj = 0 if j # i, as x = x1 + 
x2 t ... + x, and as a = (x1) @ (x2) @ ... @ (xr). Of course a ant since 
xj # 0, and (1 - a)xi = 0. Hence xi = 0, this is a contradiction.) To prove that 
nt = a, it suffices to show that dim, W > Y - 1 since dim, tn/xA = Y - 1. Let 
{c&gr be a family of elements of the field K and suppose that CL, ciyi = 0. 
Then CIC1 cixi = ax for some a E A. Hence cixi = axi for every 1 < i < Y, as 
x = x, + x2 + .‘. + x, and as a = (x1) @ (xJ @ ... @ (x7). Now let d be an 
element of k such that a = d mod nt. Then uyi = dyi for every 1 < i < Y, and 
therefore ciyi = dyi . Thus ci = d for every 1 < i < Y, since yi # 0. This 
implies that dim, W > Y - 1 and we have m = a. Note that pi = 
(xl ,..., iii ,..., xT) for every 1 < i < Y. 
Finally we define a K-algebra map f : R[j Xl , X2 ,..., X, I] + A by f(X,) = xi 
for all 1 < i < Y. The map f is a surjection, since A is complete and since the 
ideal m is generated by the elements (xi}rGisr . We put qi = (X1 ,.. ., Xi ,..., X,) 
for all 1 < i < Y. Then f(qJ = pi and the map f induces an isomorphism 
K[l X1 , X, ,..., X, lJ/qi --f A/p, , since both rings are of dimension one. Now it is 
clear that the map f induces an isomorphism &I X1, X,,..., X, I]/(XiXj/i <i) --t A, 
because (X,X,/i < J) = fiizl qi . This completes the proof. 
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Corollary (to the proof) (2.8). Supp ose that the Frobenius ~~~0~0~~~~s~~ F 
of A is jnite. Then r(A) = max(# Ass A- - 1, 11. .Ia partkdar, ,4 is not a 
Gorenstein ring if # Ass A^ 3 3. 
KemaTk (2.9). Let A be a Koetherian local ring of characteristic p and 
suppose that the Frobenius endomorphism F of A is finite. In this situation 
Herzog asked: “If A is a Macaulay ring and if Hom,(AF, A) g AF as AF- 
modules, is A a Gorenstein ring ?” (cf. [3]). 0 ur one-dimensional F-pure rings 9 
are counter (resp. affirmative) examples for this question if # Ass A > 3 (resp. 
# Ass A < 2). See the first author [I] for details, in which the problem above is 
discussed. 
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